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Learning Objectives

• Gain a better understanding of the challenges to leveraging data 

as well as providing pragmatic approaches to creating analytics 

capability to achieve better results

• Provide recommendations on how to spark the ‘ah - ha’ moment 

about the power of analytics and remove barriers to adopting 

this technology

• Share experiential practices for the management, utilization and 

adoption of large amounts of data

 Business Intelligence (BI) Maturity 
Matrixes

 Business Informatics Analytics 
Approaches 

 Industry Tools

 BI Competency Center

 Data Governance

 Change Management

 What Does the Future Hold

 Q&A 

Agenda
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Today’s Forecast: Perfect Storm Arising

“Data still isn’t at the center of healthcare,” Atul Gawande, Harvard Medical School at 
Datapalooza Jun 3, 2014

Future Forecast: Blue Sky Days

• Insightful use of data
• Silos of data eliminated
• Tools to manage wellness and care delivery
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What is Healthcare Business Intelligence (BI)

1. “Healthcare Business Intelligence”, Laura Madsen

Financial
Surgical cases
Cost accounting
Nursing acuity 
Timesheets
Ambulatory visits 
Discharges: Congestive 
Heart Failure 

The Rising Business Intelligence Imperative
Top Performing Providers Embrace Analytics
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Healthcare Provider Market Lacks BI Maturity

The State of Analytics Maturity for Healthcare Providers, The International Institute for 
Analytics and HIMSS Analytics, February 2014

For organizations  surveyed who view analytics as important, only 
moderate maturity gains have taken place

BI 
Maturity

Gartner Hype Cycle
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Analytics is a Long Term Business Program
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The data‐to‐information‐to‐knowledge 
continuum depicts intellectual value as 
it relates to decision making 

The higher up the scale the greater the 
accuracy and validity of decision 
making 

Gartner Business Intelligence 
Analytics Maturity Model

12

Source: Gartner August 2010
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HIMSS Analytical DELTA Model HIMSS DELTA Model Levels of Maturity

Approaches to Business Intelligence 
Analytics

• Database (DB): An integrated collection of logically related records or files consolidated 
into a common pool that provides data for one or more multiple uses.  Both data 
warehouses and data marts use fundamental database software at their core.

• Data Warehouse (DW) or Enterprise Data Warehouse (EDW): An enterprise-wide 
database serving as a centralized repository of standardized, consistent, clean and 
integrated data sourced from multiple operational systems in use throughout the 
enterprise, structured in a way to specifically address the enterprise’s reporting and 
analytic needs.

– Provides the means to retrieve and analyze data, to extract, transform and load data from source 
systems, and to manage the data dictionary are also considered essential components of an 
enterprise data warehouse

– Subject Area Marts.  clinical improvement solutions targeting a specific operational challenge 
such as for sepsis, spinal care, asthma, appendectomy, stroke care, reduced early induction, 
coordination of care and reduced length of stay

• Data Mart (DM): A smaller, function-centered version of the data warehouse 
implemented usually to serve the analytical needs of a particular department instead of 
the enterprise.

15

Approaches to Business Intelligence 
Analytics

• Registries.  A single location to record a specific entity. Primarily used to record specific 

diseases  in a region or national level. Can also be used to register a specific age group 

such as pediatrics.  

• Dashboards or Scorecards:  A user interface that is designed to be easy to read.  Digital 

dashboards may be laid out to track the flows inherent in the business processes that 

they monitor. 

– See the high-level processes then drill down into low level data. This level of detail is often buried 

deep within the corporate enterprise and otherwise unavailable to the managers throughout the 

organization.  

– Often used to focus attention in business performance management (BPM) efforts on a common 

improvement goal associated with the data presented in a dashboard or scorecard.

16
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Approaches to Business Intelligence  
Analytics

• Spreadsheet:  A computer application that simulates a paper, accounting worksheet. It 

displays multiple cells that together make up a grid consisting of rows and columns, 

each cell containing either alphanumeric text or numeric values. A spreadsheet cell may 

alternatively contain a formula that defines how the contents of that cell is to be 

calculated from the contents of any other cell (or combination of cells) each time any cell 

is updated. 

– Spreadsheets are frequently used for financial information because of their ability to re-calculate 

the entire sheet automatically after a change to a single cell is made.  

• “Spreadmarts”: A concept describing the tendency that spreadsheets have to "run 

amok" in organizations. Typically a “spreadmart” is created by individuals at different 

times using different data sources and rules for defining metrics in an organization, 

creating a fractured view of the enterprise. 

– Concept was coined in 2002 by Wayne Eckerson at The Data Warehousing Institute (TDWI) in his 

article Taming Spreadsheet Jockeys.
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Technology Tools That Support A 
Enterprise Data Warehouse (EDW)
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Oracle, IBM, 
Teradata, HP Vertica

Tableau, Oracle BIEE, 
SAP BO, Qlikview

Advisory Board, 
MedeAnalytics, 
MedVentiv, Premier

Informatica PowerCenter, 
IBM InfoSphere

AIX, Linux

IBM, Dell

Business Intelligence Analytics 
Organizational Resources

19

Title Role Report To

Chief Data 
Officer/VP 
Knowledge 
Management

• Makes decisions on data quality and 
reliability

• Assigns data custodial 
responsibilities

• Drives knowledge from the data

COO, SV PI

Chief Data Scientist • Understands the business using 
statistical models

CDO,  SVP PI

Data Scientists  • Data quality focused for that area Assigned to 
departments/service 
lines

Business Intelligence Analytics 
Organizational Resources
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Title Role Report To

Data Stewards • Understands the data, as well as the 
opportunities, risks and liabilities 
that the organization can bear with 
respect to data  management

Assigned to 
departments/service 
lines

Data Custodians • Assist data stewards with keeping 
governed data consistent, accurate, 
and reliable by tracking data 
sources, traceability, business and 
technical metadata and system 
(physical) data definitions 

BI Director in IT
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Data Governance for Enterprise Data Warehouse

Organizational management of the availability, usability, integrity, and security 
of the data employed in an enterprise

Benefits

• Improved focus and alignment

– Focus on what’s important

– Improved information sharing

• Improved usage of information

– Trust the information delivered

– Improved analysis

– Consistent interpretation of information

• Enterprise standards

– Common terminology and definitions

– Enterprise metrics and KPI’s

21

Executive Committee

• Identify Data and KPIs owners
• Standardize reporting 
• Resolve data quality issues
• Resolve data definition conflicts
• Contribute to business rules
• Contribute to data strategies
• Enforce data policies

Project Prioritization
Data Governance 

• Guide project prioritization
• Monitor project progress
• Ensure transparency
• Advocate technologies
• Measure benefits of EDW

• Enterprise champions/sponsors
• Oversight
• Align projects with 

enterprise strategic goals
• Provide requirements

Charge

IT Governance

BI Governance

Data Governance

Data 
Governance
Structure For 
Data Warehouse Enterprise Analytics

Steering Committee

Enterprise Data Governance
Sub Committee

Enterprise Data Warehouse
Implementation Sub Committee

Ad Hoc Task 
Force as needed

Data Warehouse Data Quality Improvement 
Process

23

Change Management Relevance

• Moving to a Business Intelligence 
Analytics culture where decisions 
are based on data requires 
adoption

– Why is the hospital doing this?

– Why do I need to add this to my work 
day responsibilities?

– How do I know what is relevant to 
look at?

– What do I do with this information?

– I do not think this report is right. 

– I do not think that number is correct.

24

Change Management Strategies for an Effective 
EMR Implementation 
By Claire McCarthy, MA and Douglas Eastman, PhD
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Getting Started With Business Intelligence 
Analytics

Alignment: Scheduled time with data 
scientist and service line / department 
leaders for

– Awareness: Align dashboards with 
current reports

• Determine when to stop generating 
current state report and use future 
state report/dashboard

– Understanding: Compare the values

– Commitment: Trust the data

– Action: Plan how to act on the data

• Define care transformation project

25

Change Management Strategies for an Effective EMR 
Implementation By Claire McCarthy, MA and Douglas Eastman, 
PhD

Getting Started With Business Intelligence 
Analytics
Action: Care Transformation Project

• Leverage Business Intelligence Analytics governance structure to define 

operational outcomes and efficiency pain points

– Start small and gain success by identifying a single problem and correct it 

with Business Intelligence Analytics

• Determine reporting structure for progress

• Oversee rollout of Business Intelligence Analytics pilot project

26
Change Management Strategies for an Effective EMR Implementation 
By Claire McCarthy, MA and Douglas Eastman, PhD
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Business Intelligence Implementation Methodology

• Project governance
• Project charter
• Project plan
• Source systems
• Hardware
• Network

• Data sources
• Data content
• Data formats
• Data dictionary
• Data standardization
• Data capture

• Extract, transform, 
and load (ETL)

• Data quality audit 
(DQA)

• System testing
• Performance testing

• Go‐live readiness 
assessment

• Soft go live
• Validation of data
• Go‐live stabilization

• System performance 
• Lessons learned
• Transition to production 

support
• Expand data 

• Future state vision
• Prioritized goals and 

objectives
• Business/use case
• Business Intelligence 

(BI) organizational skills

• Key Performance 
Indicators (KPI)

• Data profiling
• Categorize data issues
• DG roles and 

responsibilities 
• BI competency center

• Data access/security
• Data stewardship
• Data quality issues list
• Data lineage / 

metadata
• BI education and 

certification

• Manage data quality 
issue list

• BI experience deepen

• Measure outcomes
• Set priorities going 

forward
• Business value 

acceleration
• On‐site quarterly 

review

• Stakeholder analysis
• Competing initiatives
• Organizational impacts
• Change resistance 

assessment

• Communication plan
• Messaging
• Project kick‐off
• Training plan
• Policies and 

procedures

• Communication 
campaign

• Adoption metrics
• Data stewardship 

training
• End user training

• End user perceptions
• Validation of 

understanding of 
change

• Change issues

• End user survey
• Refresh change 

management plan
• Leverage change

Discover Define Develop Adopt Perform

TechnologyTechnology

Data Governance (DG)Data Governance (DG)

Change ManagementChange Management

Mobile Apps Enabling Data

• Hackensack (NJ) Alliance ACO, pulls data from across that system into 
messages sent to mobile devices

• They identify high risk ACO members presenting themselves for care and 
assign actions to patient navigators responsible for managing them

– High alerts prompt immediate attention while others provide certain 
status details that coordinators need to know

– If there is a change in status for a high risk patient, a navigator will be 
assigned to address the situation immediately, record the measures 
taken and when they were completed

– Can manage 40-100,000 lives in population by “I want a quick way to 
match up the risk and activity in this population,” and get it to the right 
person for feedback. The mobile apps provide ability to get the feedback 

Source: Hospitals and Health Networks, April 2014  Track and alert apps enable true care coordination by John Morrissey, pp.18‐19
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Consumer Generated Data
• Demonstration project: Patients Like Me and Dept of VA in San 

Francisco

– Developed measures so veterans could measure their seizures 

and epilepsy conditions in their patients like me record

– Instead of asking ‘how have your seizures been’ the veteran 

can say ‘Let me show you how my seizures have been’ 

“Our job really is to think about ways of finding what patient 

generated data would be more useful so that clinicians can gain 

realistic insights into the experiences of living with a particular 

condition” Sally Okun, RN, BSN, MS  VP for Advocacy, Policy and 

Patient Safety at PatientsLikeMe

Source: Hospitals and Health Networks, April 2014

What Does Analytics Mean For  Today’s 
Nurse?

• Consistent documentation and data 
collection to support data driven 
decision making and research for 
transforming healthcare

• Need education as to how to interpret 
data and apply analytics

• Real time status is more important than 
ever as hospitals move to management 
of patients via monitoring outcomes

• Each care team member has 
responsibility to keep one another 
informed 

• Managers have responsibility to keep up 
to date on what is trending in there area 
of responsibility
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Business Intelligence Analytics Matters
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“If you don’t know where you are going, you’ll end up somewhere else.”

Yogi Berra


